
Capital Vault Incorporated : Business Development Group : [Order_BDG]
BDG MAX RSVP Account : [Order_BDG_MAX_RSVP]

Opportunity & Vision: "Stockpile & Deploy"
● Utilize this account to access the specific  BDG Accounts & Portfolios.  These are unified within the 
BDG membership for specific promotions, options, acquisitions and compensation. This also includes 
features for all CVI MAX RSVP Series of accounts.

● General MAX RSVP Notes :
● This is an entry level short term account with options and benefits at this member level.
● It is for general and/or specific allocation, revenue, to enable, augment or amplify, business 
transactions, development, acquisition and other options according to Order MAX RSVP agreements.
● These are not deposits, securities or debt obligations, they are assets and resource contributions in 
trust including money for a specific designated purpose controlled by the Member/Co-trustee.
● Special orders, conditional sales and/or acquisition contracts may be done at any time subject to 
mutual agreement, and is not required for the conversion premium or value to be generated.

● Provisions for the CVI MAX RSVP Series of accounts : Minimum Amounts, Unit Size, Bonus 
Rate, Term, Payment Frequency, Conversion Premium, Conversion Options, Bonus and Acquisition 
Options for products, services and special orders, Sign-up, Business Options, Special Promotions, 
Referral Bonus and more. These are generally for 12-36 months and directed to the corresponding 
accounts, segmented portfolios and entities of the particular membership group. 
● your membership package includes comprehensive detail to Order MAX RSVP Account Options.

● There are no administration fees, management fees, no extra charges of any type when you 
contribute, convert, redeem, transfer or allocate money, assets and resources, including  any and all 
contributions to stockpile and deploy capital with the MAX RSVP Series Accounts.

●  The two major account MAX RSVP options accommodate people, situations and choices are :
1. RCOO-Reserved, Conditional sign-op and Open Options
2. RDSO-Reserved, Dedicated sign-up and Secured Options 

● The BDG MAX RSVP RDSO option has more conversion options than the RCOO, as  conversion 
options may also be directed to the EIG Accounts+Portfolios. This feature enables new CVI-BDG 
members only extra conversion options and mobility without the extra EIG account required;

● BDG members may acquire other CVI membership options and still have the benefit of conversion 
options in both the BGD and EIG Accounts+Portfolios, (CVI-Entrepreneur Infrastructure Group) which 
is a great deal for anyone. There is no limit on the acquisition of other membership options. 

● From a new member point of view the MAX RSVP RCOO and RDSO Options offers maximum 
options, reward and flexibility as you spend time reviewing other CVI-Options, making and working a 
plan of action and enjoying your success. Starting here as a minimum makes everything else easier, 
streamlined, comfortable and convenient as you confidently venture into new territory with a more 
synchronized and unified approach enables deal making, overall success, relationships and prosperity 
for everyone in the Made in Canada renaissance.

● From a CVI point of view, increased flexibility and time for research, planning and financial 
transactions is an advantage. Being involved, with a new clean page for a fresh start in building a 
greater quality of life and an alternate reality, all by options, choice and action creates a lot of 
energy.  None of this is possible at your big box store that has next to nothing Made in Canada.
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More MAX RSVP advantages : 
● Options that are powerful, exciting, adventurous, challenging and rewarding, aligned with your 
values, ideals and practical every day life. The satisfaction of knowing your assets, resources, time 
and money are creating jobs, careers, technology, products and services Made in Canada is very 
reassuring. As a private CVI-Member/Co-trustee with an effective vote, control and power, that is 
self-directed for what you want, like and need, it is easier with the right tools and organization to 
exercise your options, make progress and create an alternate reality experience efficiently.

● You can have a big sigh of relief looking at a brand new tomorrow just as you know that the sun will 
rise. We do not have vague all encompassing we can do anything we want with your money because 
we are doing all the thinking for you deals. No money exports or investing in liquidation of Canadian 
industry, companies and jobs. Resources here are directed to what you want to promote, believe in, 
get involved with, develop and acquire, to secure all kinds of amazing options, VIP options, revenue 
streams and of course the products, services and special orders available. 

Synchronized and Unified : 
● Concerning members contributing to the MAX RSVP account and the corresponding portfolios, 
industries, companies; the immediate or future demand for products, services and options, including 
development and acquisition options, requires more innovative business and capital solutions.

The practical task oriented challenge and problem solving logistics to advance forward by focused 
consistent action is possible strategy, vision and co-operative endeavours. With provisions to expand 
or redefine an operating environment, a greater awareness, competence and supporting capabilities 
that amplify more convenient logistics, enables and solidifies greater assertiveness, confidence and 
trust for all participants.  

This vastly exceeds and excels way beyond conventional seller buyer experience with a much more 
creative development and acquisition dynamics to be possible. A greater panorama of awareness and 
strategic thinking, project management, mutually beneficial and co-operative involvement exists. 
Naturally, a vast range of portfolios, entities, series, type, class or other options exist and supporting 
materials expand rather exponentially and becomes more and more exciting as the big picture and 
puzzle is made up of all kinds of incredible detail that you will not want to miss out on, and rather be a 
valuable part of the solution that makes great things possible.

The main focus provides a fast, flexible and profitable arena of action, without investment, securities or 
other elements that may be selected in the future. As a member continues to refine, focus and direct 
resources, more specific products, services or other options are enabled. Those resources are 
directed accordingly and can be successfully applied to any aspect or stage of an enterprise and 
provides a much greater degree of Made in Canada logistics to be possible. That's great news.

So, congratulations on even thinking about such a noble endeavour that can transform your quality of 
life and promote the Made in Canada renaissance, simply and powerfully, with a sense of team spirit. 
As you step forward, you will surely advance to the winners circle. You will be in the arena with 
friends, allies and everything that is important to you. The rest is up to you, know what you like and 
want, focus on it, utilize the right logistics to make it possible.

To explore & discover more, please advance to: Order BDG MAX RSVP

or additionally the related MAX RSVP Series of Accounts...
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